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About This Game

An incredible single-player experience

You’re hired to hack into the most secure database on the planet by a client with big money and mysterious motives. Uncover
the mystery as you progress deeper into the system’s core in this amazingly clever puzzle platformer.

Polarity is made exclusively for experienced gamers. You’ll need clever wits and fast reflexes to beat the system’s security and
reach the world-changing prize buried deep inside.

Full-featured co-op campaign

Polarity also features a separate two-player local coop campaign, which supports both gamepads and mouse & keyboard.

“15 co-op campaign levels were created just for multi play, and they're just as satisfying as the solo content.”
-Co-optimus.com

Finally, there’s a kinetic 2 player versus mode that leverages Polarity’s core mechanics.

“It's a bit like goalie vs. goalie soccer, but it's a riot. Gather the friends together, let's toss the ole cube around.”
-Co-optimus.com
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I have to give a thumbs up because that is my alternative for all the other 2D survival games out there I don't like. Has its
limitation and what not, but hey. Nobody is perfect. But the game feels very rewarding and that's the most important.

In short bursts of survival playing during multiplayer though, I discovered that it's kinda hard to build a wall fast enough. That's
kind of a letdown and placing a wall was kind of akward.

Still well worth the buy. Also it tells you beforehand how long a survival game will take with your settings.

Edit: Super fun when AI doesn't spam towers. Please implement as normal. Their placement is like wodden tier.. This game is
awesome. Remember seeing it on shelves as a kid, and all the drama behind it within the media. Give it a try, very unique and
challenging game. The ORIGINAL 3d gangster experiance. Quite funny arcade. Simple and easy, but too overpriced.. A great
point and click with great humor. This was as good as some Putt Putt Saves the Zoo.. highly adequate. You're required to be
connected to their online RaceNet service at all times, even to play single player or go to your in-game garage.
That's a mandatory 'not recommended'.
Always online is unnecessary in a single-player orientated game and its also not going to stop the pirates for long, so quit
screwing over your paying customers with significantly increased loading times and downtime when the servers aren't
responding.

Next on to the gameplay, which will obviously be compared to DR1. I feel that this game just doesn't have the magic of the first
game, which I think is down to the lack of conscious interaction. This is I think largely due to the maps, which just aren't as
interesting as DR1's maps. They're thin and it's very easy to drive at 90-95% and come through the stage barely damaged. Very
few of the corners are pronounced and it feels like there's not as much positive camber on the stages as DR1. The first game had
you fighting to learn how to control the car and as your skills improved you could bring in more thought to your driving. You
had to think through your positioning for corners, get the timing right for flicking the car round and balancing the weight
properly. In DR2 it feels like you just mash the gas down and yeet the car through the courses, which are largely very bland.
This is very saddening coming from DR1, where there were iconic sections of road and stages; like the constant sideways action
of Wales' slippy gravel, the well linked roads of Finland that would massively reward or penalise you for going maximum
attack, but it was always clear what your mistake was if it did go wrong, the tight section around the downed plane in Germany,
the terrifying high speed sections of Monte Carlo(and those pesky ice patches), the snow banks of Sweden (seriously I don't
want a hug) and that last rally that always seems to be replaced by black noise in my brain, not 100% sure why. All of those
stages have something memorable about them, even if its how intensely you hate them. It's also satisfying to get corners right as
spend ages just trying to get your position on the road correct, then shift the weight of the car properly and micro-adjust during
the turn to master that one bend that keeps catching you out, then the immense feeling of satisfaction of getting it just right and
hurling your car through twice as fast as you ever could before.
DR2 doesn't have any of that, half of the locations feel very similar and are boring (Aus, NZ and USA). There's just nothing
memorable about them, they're just gravel stages... woo. Spain is all tarmac and was ripped straight from Dirt 4 (yikes) and
that's about all I can say about it. Argentina is a real challenge and is very interesting because there's rocks all around, so it does
feel unique in that sense, but I still didnt find any interesting bends. Poland is a nice combination of tarmac and gravel so I
enjoyed it, would probably find some interesting sections if I played it more tbh.

DR2 is unfortunately missing hillclimb(I think licensing was a part of this), which I guess isn't a real problem as there's no need
to re-do Pikes Peak and no sane person could ever get bored of the Audi Quattro PP.
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Rallycross is better than in the first game. The events I entered were much more fun than DR1 due to it being much easier
(apply power, laugh maniacally as you pull a mad skid). It's certainly no bad thing that RX is done properly in this game and it's
actually worth having some fun with.. Just finished this documentary and thoroughly enjoyed it. I got my 2600 when I was 25
back in 1982, and I have been in love with video games ever since. This brings back so many fond memories of games that I
played and sometimes sucked at. I did score over a million points on Yar's Revenge one night, and I also beat Raiders of the
Lost Ark. I higly recommend this doc. I have been doing software development for years, primarily C++, Visual Basic, and 
VB.Net. I am now learning Android app development and hope to finally start designing games.. Don't get this. Uses a lot of
system resources!. Quite fun to make eggplant pizza and add some corn on it to make them have a corny expirence on the toilet.
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I'm a fan of HOG genre and I've played countless of them. These are really well done and you can expect to find yourself lost in
the worlds Alawar studio has created.. Achievement Spam. this game is NOT a fast pass fun shooter
it's a bad one
DONT BUY. This game will actually make you think. Its not as easy as it looks. For casual short duration game, its ok.. Way too
short for the pricetag, also very frustrating mechanics. Lights are very difficult to move and line up.. A pug, a penguin, and a cat
Went a jumping, fancy that
In desert, fields, and the snow
That's really all you need to know

It's sold at a decent price
And the game is rather nice
You'll always want to top your score
Which will keep you playing more. A very nice add-on to the base game.. Super polished for a super early look into a game
made by two passionate developers. The small community is friendly and social, something a lot of MMOs lack at the moment.
It's on my radar now, can't wait to see where it goes once it gets more elbow grease.. Broken mechanics, uninspired level design
and bad story.
It's achievements are working at least.. Great game! puts you on egde and just when you feel safe in your cell Boom! Totally
worth the 10$ on sale!
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